Adventure #1: The Slave Pits of Drahzu

I printed out the pre-made character sheets, so there were around 9 or 10 to pick from. We
ended up with these:

A female human thief….Brynn
A male elven ranger…Lanethe
A male dwarf barbarian…Grizzle
A male elf wizard….Elrion
A female human paladin…Octavia

The tropes and fantasy clichés are what you would expect from D&D, so there’s nothing new
there. In fact, it is still restrictive like old D&D, wherein the paladin could ONLY be human.
Character creation is super easy… the character sheets have all the information already on it,
including what abilities you can pick from as you level up. It even has suggested names based
on race and physical attributes. Everyone picks from the same array of ability scores.

In addition, we rolled up two extra Pit Slaves, Bella and Edward. Bella has a pet cockroach, she
is insane, and Edward has a tendency to eat cave mushrooms, and he is also insane.

BOONS: So this is a neat (but hardly unique) little twist that DW offers. Every character has a
connection to another character for story background. Suggestions are on the character
sheets. For example, I asked the dwarf: “What did you do to the lich to make him so angry, and
why are you here?” And the answer from the player: “I was his best pit fighter, until I refused
to slaughter a bunch of children chained together.” So this establishes that the violence-prone
insatiable barbarian dwarf has a soft spot for children and probably small cuddly furry things.

The wizard Elrion had an interesting boon. GM: You love the lich Drahzu and want to get back
into his good graces. How? Answer: I will make him a brand new fancy phylactery!
Lanethe the ranger, his boon is to have the thief’s back, so at some point they can call on that
boon as part of the fiction of the story.

So character creation is done and we start!
GM: You have all been captured by the evil lich Drahzu and forced to work in his cruel mines.
You have only been here for a few days, but you are already cramped, miserable, and covered
by a perpetual layer of coal dust. The conditions are horrible, dangerous, and escape is nearly
impossible. The lich has vile minions to watch over you, and if the pick is not falling and rocks
not breaking, a bloody whip is ready to scour your bare back and thighs…
However, a recently deceased prisoner was able to sketch a map of the complex, so you know
where the exit lies, if you could just somehow, somehow reach it…
[This was actually a convention module I ran, it is short and meant to be finished in 2 hours].

The PCs are all locked down in the south end of the complex. Two gated barriers prevent them
from escaping, and a sadistic goblin Task Master watches over them, cracking his whip.
Everyone hates him with a passion. The characters have NO gear or armor and no weapons,
but they do have shovels and picks and buckets and whatnot, typical mining equipment.

All of a sudden the ground starts shaking. The walls quiver. Dirt and debris fall from the ceiling.
Cracks shimmy up the walls and fissures rupture part of the floor. The two iron gates bend and
twist and then tear apart like cheap wires. Everyone is knocked to their asses, including the
bewildered goblin Task Master.

The dwarf barbarian wastes no time in charging the goblin, his pick raised high. The goblin
staggers to his feet, flailing the whip in a circle while the paladin shouts: “I am the law in this
land! Back ye down!” (it’s a paladin ability to compel an NPC to obey). The whip lashes the
barbarian, but then he is on top of the goblin like a freight train, slamming his head into the
rocks again and again and again until his brains leak out his nostrils.

“AAARRRRGGGGHHH!!!” [Adam played Grizzle as a balls to walls Madman of Destruction,
leaping before looking]

Before the dust has even settled they hear the angry grunts of orc minions in an adjacent room
beyond the shattered gate. The thief Brynn looks around the corner through the shattered gate
and sees an orc guard glaring back at her. Options race through her mind, and she finally just
tells the others what she saw. Meanwhile, the barbarian is busy twisting the head off the
goblin.

The pit slaves Bella and Edward are freaking out. “Oh! We’re gonna die! We’re all gonna die!”
They run down an adjacent tunnel and hide in the darkness.
The heroes band together, grabbing whatever makeshift tools they can find as weapons, and
approach the east exit. There are three orcs there now, including the Boss Orc, the
Whipmaster.

The paladin tries to intimidate them with I AM THE LAW…but based on her roll, she compels the
orcs to charger her in full fury mode. The barbarian pushes her aside and shouts COME AND
GET ME! (a barbarian ability that draws their ire).

I have to note here that in Dungeon World, there are no rounds, there is no initiative, there is
no way to break up the cycle of action. This got a little confusing sometimes if a more vocal

player keeps the action going, and someone else might be sitting there for a minute or two
without doing anything while they wait to see what happens. I tried to keep it fair and even
however, so even though I’m not recounting every little detail, every character DID do
something.
The barbarian buries the pick in an orc’s throat, blood spurting everywhere. The wizard casts a
magic missile at the orc boss, sparks exploding from his chest. He drops to one knee but isn’t
dead. The ranger runs up to throw a rock at the orc boss, but has to put himself in danger to get
a good shot…which unfortunately puts him in the path of the thief’s botched rock toss, and it
slams into the back of the ranger’s skull. The orc Whipmaster starts making motions like he is
casting a spell, so the barbarian powers past the orc (with STR), screaming his lungs out, and
the paladin does the same (with DEX) but rolls poorly; the orc slams her into the wall and lands
a vicious knee to her gut.
The barbarian hack and slashes into the orc boss, dropping him down, and soon the third and
final orc is dispatched. They all breathlessly listen for more sounds, except for the dwarf
barbarian, who sees a wooden door and charges it in a blind range. The door shatters under his
bulk, collapses inward and crushes an enormous rat sitting on a filthy flea-infested bed. SPLAT.

The paladin inspects the anteroom, finding not much of interest besides orcish pornography
scrawled on the walls like obscene graffiti. Well, that’s not quite true, they do find some odds
and ends of treasure they pick off the corpses, including gold and a gem and magic gloves that
the wizard finds with a detect magic spell.
But the dwarf barbarian is rearing to go kick some more ass, and he recklessly charges the
second wooden door on the door wall, plowing through it floundering past…right up to the lip
of a shattered stone bridge crossing a chasm. He fails his DEX save to regain balance and
topples over the edge.

Now, prior to this, someone used Spout Lore to ask the prisoners about this cave system, and
they were all scared of the chasm. Something about grasping tentacles…

And the barbarian founds out firsthand what that means! As he plunges off the edge, barbed
assassin vines suddenly lash out, ensnaring him and stopping his descent, but at the same time
wrapping him up like a green burrito, their hooks cutting painfully into his flesh. He thrashes,
failing to escape, and the tendrils wrap tighter around him.

The others lash some of the whips together and lower them down for the dwarf to grab. The
wizard fires another bright magic missile into the writhing nest of tendrils, forcing some of them
to retract, and the wounded barbarian clambers out of the chasm. Apparently, the recent
earthquake dislodged huge chunks of stone from the ceiling that obliterated the bridge. It’s 15
feet across, and they finally settle on strapping lengths of lumber together as a makeshift
bridge.

Meanwhile, the thief searches the bedroom of the Whip Master where the rat was squished
and she finds a large amount of goods, including hauberks and a broadsword and even a wand
named “The Belch of Anura.”
The thief makes it to the far side first and starts searching for traps. She finds none in the
alcove. One by one the others make it over, including the slaves Bella and Edward.

They open the door to the next chamber, and are shocked to see a horrible obsidian statue
lurking on the other side of the room!

It is the God of Death…Beelzedeb.

The thief searches the immediate alcove for traps, finds none, and the statue for traps, find
none, and that is good enough for the barbarian. He starts bashing the thing as hard as he can
until cracks splinter up the sides. The paladin listens at the eastern double door (the western
double door is covered in esoteric runes), and she unfortunately unleashes the trap in the place
the thief didn’t look. Something clicks, the ceiling swings open and disgorges a mess of stinking,
rotting zombies into their midst.

Fetid teeth and claws rip into flesh, but the heroes retaliate, hewing arms and legs from the
undead servitors. The thief Brynn creates a most unusual occurrence: unstopping a bottle of
magical poison she had found, she sloshes it over three of the closest zombies. They
immediately wail in agony, their flesh blackening and sloughing off, black goop spurting from

their eyes, nostrils and mouth, limbs cracking and falling away, and soon the three zombies are
flailing in a soupy mix of stinking putrescence as their bones and flesh liquefy.
The barbarian leaps into the alcove behind the statue, pushes with his legs, and heaves the
thing with a splat right on top of the writhing abomination.
But daylight beckons to the east. The trapped double doors lead to freedom outside, and they
all run toward it as fast as they can. The barbarian almost backtracks to investigate the 1/3 of
the map they actually skipped, but decides against pushing his luck any further.

So, they escape from the pits with their lives, the barbarian barely, he was down to 9 hp at one
time. They actually scavenged a ton of items, magic and mundane, that I didn’t bother to recap
here. The group is limping back to the small, strange town of Thornburg where they will have
another opportunity to craft the details of its inhabitants, its mysteries and its hidden mayhem.

Verdict: I liked it. I think we all liked it, but the lack of initiative and combat rounds is strange,
maybe more than I feel is comfortable, but then again, I’m not used to it. But the freeflow form
and lack of tons of concrete rules make interpretation and ad-hoc a breeze. It is definitely
something I would play again, but probably not stick with a long time.

